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Message from the Principal
The 2021 school year has been another exciting year at the
College. Whilst we saw a delayed start to the school year for
our students and staff, the remainder has gone smoothly. This
year’s edition of the Ashdale Download showcases the fantastic
activities, learning and success that have taken place at the
College in 2021.
As the year has drawn to a close, the College has celebrated
some significant achievements. Being recognised as the
Secondary School of the Year in the WA Education Awards is
a significant achievement for the College. We have also been
awarded as the Winner of the Best STEM Program in the
Australian Education Awards and Excellence Awardee in the
Secondary School of the Year - Government Category. The
College was also a finalist in the Governors STEM Awards for
the fourth time, winning the Meritorious Leadership Award. The
College would not have achieved these awards without the hard
work of staff and students, the community’s support, and the
strength of the Ashdale Cluster of schools.
We have been fortunate in 2021 to be able to provide
almost all the opportunities that we have been before 2020.
From the College Production, Book Week, Athletics Carnival and
a range of camps and excursions – the Download is a wonderful
opportunity to reflect on the year and all that it has involved.

High School. Kylie has been an important part of the College
community for four years, and her leadership provided the
foundation for the success of the College and our students. I
want to take this opportunity to acknowledge Kylie’s leadership
and commitment to the College and wish her all the best as she
leads Melville SHS to greater heights. We are incredibly pleased
to announce that our new Principal joining the College for the
2022 school year is Mrs Jacquie Bogunovich.
As announced earlier in the year, the College will undergo a $29.7
million upgrade to building new facilities to support our growing
student population. In the short term, we will increase the
number of transportable classrooms as the build gets underway
on the state of the art facilities. We will keep you updated as
information comes to hand on this exciting phase in the College’s
development.
On behalf of the College, I would like to wish you and your families
a safe and happy Christmas and new year. We look forward to
welcoming our students back to the College in 2022, safe in the
knowledge that we are, as a community, well placed to respond
to whatever challenges may come our way.
Deborah Doyle
Principal

We farewelled our Principal Kylie Bottcher at the end of Term 3
following her appointment as new Principal at Melville Senior
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Ashdale Showcase

Community BBQ

Ashdale Secondary College opened its doors to the community
to showcase student works, artistic talent and host fun yet
educational workshops. The annual Showcase was held on
Monday 6 December from 5 pm - 7 pm with Margaret Quirk MLA
formally opening the annual art exhibition in the Galileo Theatre.

We held our annual Community Welcome BBQ on Monday,
15 February, with over 500 parents and community members
attending. Our P&C Committee sizzled up a storm with over
600 hotdogs being served. This is a great College community
event to bring students, parents, teachers and staff altogether.
Each Learning Area engaged with parents showcasing first-hand
what fantastic curriculum opportunities are provided at Ashdale
Secondary College.

All were welcome to enjoy the various activities around the
College, including spectacular science shows, STEM Expo,
fitness testing, a numeracy scavenger race and also an
international trading game. We also hosted the STEM Cluster
Cup which saw Landsdale Primary School win the cup!

Hannah James
Deputy Principal

The College would like to thank staff for putting this outstanding
event together allowing students the opportunity to showcase
their work and their commitment to learning.
Hannah James
Deputy Principal
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Year 12 Graduation Award Winners
ECU Academic Excellence ATAR Dux Award

Dhyan Patel

GENERAL Mathematics Essentials

Charlotte Bromlewe

P&C General Dux Award

Eloise Muller

ATAR Chemistry

Dhyan Patel

ADF Future Innovators Award

Reece Conroy

ATAR Earth & Environmental Science

Lauren Cangemi

Ampol Best All Rounder Award

Ella Thornton-Elliott

ATAR Human Biology

Catherine Vu

Arts Award

Deakin Lee

ATAR Physics

Dhyan Patel

Ashdale Ambassador Award

Rynhardt Visagie

ATAR Psychology

Sahar Ranjbar

City of Wanneroo Citizenship Award

Crispin Fahnbulleh

GENERAL Human Biology

Rama Astawa

City of Wanneroo Citizenship Award

Jacqlin Parker

GENERAL Human Biology

Alana Byrne

Engineers Australia Certificate of Excellence

Dhyan Patel

GENERAL Psychology

Rama Astawa

Future Leaders Award

Alyssa Yates

CERTIFICATE II Engineering

Zac Franklin

Law Society of WA Certificate of Excellence

Jacqlin Parker

GENERAL Engineering Studies

Cameron Stevenson

Nikola Tesla Science Award

Catherine Vu

GENERAL Materials, Design & Technology (Metal)

Daniel Macander

NMERO Commitment to Excellence Award

Dana McCormack

GENERAL Materials, Design & Technology (Wood)

Atila Nad

P&C Endeavour Award

Emily Vladic

CERTIFICATE II Hospitality

Phoebe Stamp

Politics Award

Arijan Pasalik

GENERAL Children, Family and Community

Melissa Beeton

Sportsperson Award - Female

Keeva Wasson

GENERAL Food Science & Technology

Isabella Mola

Sportsperson Award - Male

Crispin Fahnbulleh

ATAR Applied Information Technology

Tye Desmond

Stan Perron Award

Atila Nad

GENERAL Applied Information Technology

Kellie Van Ryswyk

Technology Award

Reanna Cowton

GENERAL Design Photography

Kellie Van Ryswyk

ATAR English

Jacqlin Parker

ATAR Physical Education Studies

Dylan Long

GENERAL English

Seb Gullotti

CERTIFICATE II Sport & Recreation

Annie-Rose Feist

GENERAL English

Alana Byrne

GENERAL Outdoor Education

Charlotte Bromlewe

ATAR Economics

Yuvraj Gill

GENERAL Physical Education Studies

Vincent Holman

ATAR Geography

Jacqlin Parker

ATAR Dance

Jasmine Roebuck

Two hundred and forty-six students received their graduation
certificates on stage from Principal, Mrs Deb Doyle, witnessed
by their families, VIPs, staff and guests.

ATAR Modern History

Jacqlin Parker

ATAR Visual Arts

Olivia Simpson

ATAR Politics and Law

Jacqlin Parker

CERTIFICATE II Music Industry

Emily Vladic

GENERAL Career & Enterprise

Kaitlyn Lewis

GENERAL Dance

Clare Lofthouse

A wide variety of community leaders, including Margaret Quirk
MLA - State Member for Girrawheen, Mayor Tracey Roberts
- City of Wanneroo and Leon Wilson, Assistant Director of
Education for the North Metropolitan Regional Education Office
attended the graduation to witness the proceedings and present
our Year 12s with special awards for community involvement,
leadership and academic excellence.

GENERAL Geography

Shailyn Brown

GENERAL Drama

Alyssa Yates

GENERAL Modern History

Alana Byrne

GENERAL Visual Arts

Hayley Vo

ATAR Mathematics Application

Naweed Ranjbar

GENERAL Business Management & Enterprise

Marwa Hassan

ATAR Mathematics Methods

Dhyan Patel

Uni Prep

Charlotte Bromlewe

ATAR Mathematics Specialist

Dhyan Patel

Class of 2021
We farewelled our Year 12s in style with a wonderful breakfast
to start their final school day, followed by a dedicated whole
school assembly to celebrate and mark their time spent at
Ashdale Secondary College. Following the assembly, the Year
11 students and College staff formed a guard of honour to send
them on their way.
The Year 12 graduation ceremony was held at HBF Arena in
Joondalup. Before the official ceremony, the students, dressed
in their graduation gowns, sashes and caps in readiness for the
ceremony, mingled with their families and friends in the preceremony area.

All students in the graduating class of 2021 have shown the
College and the community their values of independence,
cooperation and respect, which will allow them to find success
wherever they go in their future.
I wish all the students of the graduating class of 2021 and their
families, all the best.
Craig Shortland
Program Coordinator - Senior School
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Year 12 Ball
The Year 12 Ball celebrates our students’ journey and serves as a rite of passage into adulthood. This
year we were fortunate enough to commemorate the evening at the beautiful Fraser’s State Reception
Centre in King’s Park.
Students dazzled in their gowns and suits and looked fantastic, dancing the night away overlooking the
stunning city view. Inside, the venue was exquisitely decorated to fit our winter wonderland theme
with snow-kissed fairy lights through the trees and snowflakes on the tables.
Our wonderful head students, Rynhardt and Alyssa, both gave speeches reflecting their time at Ashdale
Secondary College and set the tone for the significance of the evening, one which will be hard to forget.
Charlotte Milne
Year 12 Coordinator
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Peak Conference
During the Term One holidays, Year 7 to 12 Student Leaders joined
several other high schools to attend the Peak Conference held by
David Castelanelli, a leading success mentor and coach for young
adults. The conference featured motivational guest speakers
and allowed for networking opportunities. Guest speakers
at the conference included Damian Martin, a recently retired
Captain of the Perth Wildcats NBA basketball team, Elizabeth
Knight, a recent graduate herself, and Kai Lovel, who at 17 has
already had a wealth of experience in the business world.

Student Leadership Team
The Student Leadership Team at Ashdale Secondary College has continued to flourish in 2021, again embracing the inclusion of the Lead
and Mentor Captains as highly valued members of the team.
It has been a busy year for our Student Leaders, who began with the opportunity to attend an inspiring Youth TEDx Talk forum held
for the first time in Perth. We have been very fortunate in Western Australia that the impact of COVID-19 has been minimal this year.
Student Leaders proudly organised our annual No Limits Fundraiser again for our locally sponsored charity and completed the Ashdale
Leaders program. Our Leaders played an essential part throughout the year in various meet and greet events involving guest speakers
and visiting dignitaries, were present at community events held at the school, and planned and delivered (albeit COVID-delayed) the No
Limits Fundraising event. On top of this, they presented at assemblies and were part of the team that helped secure our success as the
WA Secondary School of the Year at the 2021 WA Education Awards. Their flexibility, initiative, teamwork, and determination throughout
all these activities highlighted the outstanding effort that our leaders had demonstrated this year.
This year will be memorable for many reasons, but mainly thanks to our Head Girl and Head Boy, Alyssa Yates and Rynhardt Visagie.
These students not only completed an outstanding year in their roles but should also be recognised as the longest-running leaders
to follow through to the top positions in our Leadership Team. Their personal and professional growth has been visible to our current
leaders, and they leave behind them an inspiring legacy for those who follow.
The other reason that these students will also be remembered is that they are the final Head Boy and Head Girl to represent the College.
As we move forward into 2022, we will begin using the title of College Captain for these roles. This decision to re-name this prestigious
role is progress towards greater inclusivity, and the College and the broader community have positively received it.
As we reflect on this year, as Coordinators, we can confidently say about our Student Leaders that “the most powerful leadership
tool you have is your own leadership” (John Wooden). Our Leaders have demonstrated what flexible, innovative, creative, caring,
determined, supportive, and truly resilient individuals they are. It has been an honour to work alongside them and support them as they
grow into the leaders of the future.
The success of the current Leadership program at Ashdale SC is appropriately reflected in those Lead Captains who have been successful
in obtaining a position as a Student Leader for 2022. Their involvement in the Lead Captain program has enabled them to develop and
refine their leadership skills and put them at the front of the competition for the now coveted Student Leader roles.
It is a privilege to work alongside such an esteemed group of
young people in this role, and we are excited about those who
will be continuing and those beginning their journey as Student
Leaders in 2022. To the College community, including our Student
Leaders, we wish you a restful break. To the wider community,
we thank you for your continued support of our Leadership
Program at the College and wish all of you a safe, happy festive
season and a happy new year.
Amy Rowland and Chantelle Laurie
Student Leadership Coordinators

Student leaders took away inspirational messages about being
grateful, never giving up, following your passion, looking out for
others, setting goals and learning from your mistakes. They also
learned the importance of having a clear vision and realising that
you can change your ‘written path’.
However, one of the most crucial benefits of attending the
conference was networking and its importance. Students found
that the key to finding and connecting with new people is using
empathy, commonality, and knowing that friendship is a two-way
street. Participating in activities that encourage them to network
with other students will enable them to achieve their desired future.
Overall, the students who attended this event felt it was an
excellent opportunity to hear from inspirational speakers, network
with other students, and learn strategies and tips to help their
future goals.
On behalf of the 2021 Student Leader Team Leaders
Nattellie, Sam, Arwyn, Nishi, Melissa, Harshil & Amelia

Ern Halliday Cluster Leadership Day Camp
On Monday 20 September, the Student Leaders of Ashdale Secondary College, in conjunction with our Cluster Primary Schools’
leaders (Madeley Primary School, Landsdale Primary School, Ashdale Primary School and Carnaby Rise Primary School), attended a
team-building and leadership development day at Ern Halliday Recreation Camp. The purpose of the day was to build strong leadership
skills, network with other Leaders from the Cluster, and participate in many different team-building activities.
All students participated in several team-building activities during the day, which helped strengthen different skills essential for being a leader
and a great teammate. These problem-solving activities included Marble Run, Defusing the Bomb, Human Calculator, Block Stacking, and
Blind Robots. Each activity promoted a different skill in a fun and student-friendly way. Another very popular activity was archery. Archery
used a bow to shoot arrows towards a target, scoring different points based on where on the target the arrow hit. This activity was new to
most students, which meant learning a new skill during the day whilst also having a lot of fun. Although traditionally an individual pursuit,
archery was organised as a team-based activity to promote the healthy rivalry between Leaders and ensure they were striving for their best.
One of the most challenging activities for many of the students was the crate climb. This is an activity designed to improve both leadership
and innovation skills by working together as a team to create a tower design using only crates so a person could reach a ball hanging
from the ceiling. We all had safety harnesses on so we could all
have a turn climbing and safety helmets so that when the crates
inevitably fell, our heads were protected. For this activity to be
successful, we needed to work collaboratively and communicate to
get the task done efficiently but safely. This activity was filled with
encouragement from the team members, which was particularly
needed for those who were hesitant to make the climb. It was
fantastic to see so many overcome their fears thanks to the support
of the others.
Overall, the day was a great experience both for the Student Leaders
of Ashdale SC and the leaders from the Cluster schools. It enabled
us all to apply and refine our leadership skills whilst experiencing lots
of fun activities.
Rhori
Year 11 Student Leader
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Ashdale Leaders Program
This year, the Student Leadership Team and several Lead and Mentor Captains received the opportunity to attend the Ashdale Leaders
Program. The ASC Leaders Program was led by David Castelanelli, who took us through various workshops and sessions. He helped
guide us through multiple ways to develop our leadership skills and other essential skills, such as managing our stress, sleep cycles, and
building habits.
One of the early highlights of the program was the DISC Assessment session. The DISC program taught us what personality type each
leader fell under, which guided us to form groups when doing the No Limits Fundraiser later in the year. David taught us the importance
of having a balanced group of people with different DISC personalities. We learned how to collaborate and work productively as part of a
team using the different personalities to form our groups by attending this session.
In another session in the program this year, David Castelanelli taught us how to manage time appropriately and follow and track our sleep
cycles. The time management part of the course included setting goals and creating schedules, following them accurately, and rewarding
ourselves when we did it. This, therefore, allowed us to focus, achieve more academically, and use our time more effectively. The sleep
cycle part of the course included how to determine your specific sleep cycle rotations and follow and track them. This is extremely
important to know since it allows us to wake up feeling refreshed and energized rather than being fatigued. It also means we can focus
throughout the day more, which can help lead the College more effectively and achieve more academically.
Overall, the Ashdale Leaders Program was one of our many highlights this year. David gave each of us a copy of his book ‘Study Secrets’
and taught us so much from the workshops and sessions. It was an amazing opportunity for us to develop essential skills which we can
use in the future, and we look forward to working with David again next year.
Rosie
Year 10 Student Leader

Anthony
Year 9 Student Leader

No Limits Week
During Week 10 of Term 2 and Weeks 4 and 5 of Term 3, Ashdale
Secondary College held fundraising events for a local charity, No
Limits. No Limits is a not-for-profit charity based in Lansdale that
was established in 2016. They aim to help the less fortunate,
including victims of domestic violence and people in hardship.
In total, our fundraising events raised over $1,800 to help many
families in need.
There was a wide range of activities for students and teachers to
participate in during the fundraising events. It all started with the
Year 7 and 8 ‘Students versus Teachers’ basketball match where
the teachers won an exciting game. Following this, the Year 9s
and 10s went up against the teachers in a volleyball match, with
teachers coming out on top once again.
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 restrictions, the proposed second week of our two-week fundraising event had to be postponed until
Weeks 4 and 5 of Term 3. To restart the fundraising in Term 3, we held a free dress day for all students. The day also included a bake
sale and music during recess and lunch, and then it was the Year 11s, and 12s turn to try their best to beat the teachers at basketball.
After a nail-biting game, it was the teachers who came out on top, giving them a perfect hat trick for this year’s charity games.
We hope everyone had fun and enjoyed themselves during our No Limits Fundraiser. Many thanks to our Student Leaders and Mentor,
and Lead Captains for their tireless efforts in the planning and execution of the event, ensuring it ran as smoothly as it did.

TEDx Youth@Perth
On 20 March 2021, two Student Leaders had the pleasure of
attending the (hopefully) inaugural TEDx Youth event held at the
State Theatre Centre of Western Australia. Students from other
high schools gathered to participate in this event to listen to nine
remarkable speakers and connect with other like-minded young
people. The event’s theme was ‘Young People of Perth’ and allowed
students to listen to and interact with speakers responding to
unprecedented challenges with passion and originality.
The event consisted of performances, short films and interactive
installations, all created and composed by WA community
members. Young thinkers, change-makers, and entrepreneurs as
young as 13 were able to shed light on some of their inspiring
experiences and strenuous challenges from their careers or
everyday lives. Students were encouraged to follow their passions
and promote the change they wished to see with resourceful,
innovative ideas.
The event was a fantastic way to hear from different people and
inspired students to solve problems in the community and stand
up for what they believe in with passion and confidence.
Nattelie
Year 11 Student Leader
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Year 11 Student Leader

Well done to everyone who supported this great cause throughout the event. It was fantastic to see so many students getting into the
spirit of this worthy fundraiser for No Limits Perth.
Cameron
Year 8 Student Leader
on behalf of the 2021 Student Leadership Team

College Christmas Appeal
In Term 4, the Student Leaders worked collaboratively to promote
and run our annual College Christmas Appeal. This year’s appeal
supported the City of Wanneroo’s ‘Mayor’s Christmas Appeal’ and
contributed to a local charity, No Limits. Donations were organised
into Tin Tuesday, Toiletry Thursday, and Toy Tuesday to encourage
people to donate non-perishable items and daily essentials, as
well as new games and toys for children at Christmas time.
As always, the Student Leaders were very grateful for the generous
donations made by the broader community to this appeal for
those in need this holiday season. Without this generosity, such a
fundraiser would not be possible.
Harshil
Year 9 Student Leader

Isabelle
Year 8 Student Leader
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STEM Girls High Tea
More than 80 girls, from Years 7 to 10, gathered in Curie Café on
a Thursday afternoon to enjoy a delicious high tea and listen to a
STEM presentation. They heard guest speaker Elise Young explain
her meteoric rise to becoming a web and software developer at
start-up company Starling Energy Group and a Teaching Assistant
at Trilogy Education. Also sharing their advice and answering
questions about STEM and studying were Ashdale Secondary
College alumni Diya Teli, Tamara Molan, Charlotte Ross and Lucy
Boland, and graduating Year 12 students Alyssa Yates, Reece
Conroy and Catherine Vu.
Rachel Farnay
Teacher - Information & Communication Technology

Whole School and Cluster STEM
STEM is an integral part of ensuring our students achieve a
positive future. Ashdale Secondary College and the Ashdale
Cluster have placed STEM as a priority providing the essential
future-ready skills of critical thinking, problem-solving,
creativity, innovation, communication and collaboration
across all learning areas. The College offers a wide variety of
STEM subject choices and activities for all students to engage
and learn. It has been a massive year for all involved with
even more exciting STEM activities planned for 2022.

Governor’s School STEM Awards
After being awarded the Leadership Excellence in 2020, Ashdale
Secondary College won the Meritorious Leadership Award
for its work this year in Science, Technology, Engineering &
Mathematics (STEM) education at the Governor’s STEM Awards
at a special ceremony at Government House. We’re proud of our
leadership and teaching staff for their fantastic initiatives in STEM
education, not only across our College but across the State as a
STEM teacher development school.
Debbie Yates
STEM Coordinator

Showcasing WA’s STEM Opportunities
STEM Girls Day Camp
Ashdale Secondary College’s sixth STEM Girls Day Camp was
held on Saturday, 18 September. This year’s theme was Disaster
Defenders. Year 4 and 5 students from our four Cluster primary
schools were treated to a visit from the Swan SES unit, then
learnt about earthquakes, floods and bushfires and how to
manage and prevent them. They were supported by 14 excellent
female STEM professional mentors in the morning activities and
designed a disaster-resistant community in the afternoon. Thank
you also to the wonderful Ashdale staff and students who came
along to help run the day and make it a great success.

Year 8 students in the ICT Approved Specialist Program had the opportunity to meet some of WA’s leading STEM innovators in the
resources, defence, and education industries when they recently went on an excursion to the Resources Technology Showcase. The
event, held at the Perth Exhibition and Convention Centre, featured ground-breaking technology used by Shell, INPEX, Fortescue
Metals Group, Rio Tinto, Woodside Energy, BHP, Caterpillar, Fugro and many more multinational companies.
Students could peer into army tanks and helicopters and operate remote control devices for submersibles and
bulldozers, located thousands of kilometres away on mine sites. They also got hands-on with robots, rovers, science
experiments, green screen technology and immersible virtual reality seats to experience flying over massive iron ore pits. The showcase
opened students’ eyes to the world-class technology and job opportunities being offered here in WA.
Rachel Farnay
Teacher - Information & Communication Technology

Debbie Yates
STEM Coordinator
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Annual Recycling Day
After the success of last year, the College’s annual Recycling Day
returned for 2021 at the start of Term 4. Eleven students from
Years 7 to 11 who are passionate about recycling volunteered
their time to help set up bins and signs for the collection day and
receive waste. This year we managed to rescue:
•

25 bags of second-hand clothes for the Salvation Army
Wangara

•

10 bags of drink containers for the Containers for Change
program (with proceeds going to the College), and;

•

More plastic screw top lids, plastic pens, soft plastic and
plastic bread tags than you can count!

Apart from rescuing all this waste from landfills, the first 25 dropoffs received a native sapling from Bunnings.
Rachel Farnay
Teacher - Information & Communication Technology

Science Engineering Challenge
On Monday, 17 May, 18 students from Year 10.1 Science attended
the 2021 Science and Engineering Challenge at Claremont
Showgrounds. The Science and Engineering Challenge is a daylong competition designed to provide Year 10 students with a
positive experience of Science and Engineering. It is there to
encourage students to select Senior School subjects that are
STEM orientated and choose STEM-based career pathways.
The challenges completed during the day link heavily to the
concepts and ideas explored in physics, engineering studies, and
computer science subjects. Overall, the students’ performance
was outstanding, with a second place in the Bridge Building
challenge and excellent showings in Hover Frenzy and Grasping
at Straws and Turbine. All of the students had a good day, with
some quality conversations started about their 2022 Year 11
subject choices and the possible pathways available for them
in Senior School. We look forward to competing for next year,
where we will hopefully perform even better!

TAFE’s STEM Pathways

Steve Warwick
STEM Coordinator - Secondary

STEM Speedy Careers
In Week 10 of Term 2, the College held its first-ever STEM Speedy
Careers event. This event was aimed at Year 9 and 10 students to
promote STEM subjects and career pathways. Around 80 students
enjoyed a delicious lunch as they listened to fantastic industry
mentors from a wide range of careers, including police forensics,
IT, cybersecurity, data science and more. The students enjoyed
the afternoon, with many reflecting on the opportunities available
to them in senior school and pathways they could pursue. Thank
you to the fantastic mentors that gave up their afternoon to help
showcase their industries to our students.

Sixteen girls were excited to visit North Metropolitan TAFE for
their annual Girls in STEM 2021 - Inspiring Futures event at
the end of October. The unique, immersive career event was
developed to encourage girls in Years 9 and 10 to consider a
future working in STEM. Each student participated in six STEM
activities facilitated by professionals in their fields, who gave
students an exciting first-hand experience of their jobs. Students
heard inspiring stories from women working in STEM while
participating in hands-on activities from various career pathways,
including robotics, animation, laboratory operations, surveying,
and fitting and machinery. The girls had a fantastic time, with
many now considering a TAFE course in STEM.
Rachel Farnay
Teacher - Information & Communication Technology

Steve Warwick
STEM Coordinator - Secondary
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Year 12 Human Biology Excursion to Harry
Perkins

Science
Science Week
To celebrate the 2021 National Science Week theme “Food-Different by design”, the College hosted several exciting events to engage
students with all things science. To kick start the week, we held excellent interactive VR sessions. Students were able to surf the waves
of the bloodstream through the body’s blood vessels, explore the wonders of the ocean floor without getting wet, and take a journey
through space to visit the planets and outer galaxies. Students were also able to use the electronic microscopes to look at their skin
cells, the fibres on their clothes and see just how incredible their hair cells are!

During Term 3, the Year 12s had the opportunity to attend Harry
Perkins Medical Institute to participate in a masterclass in PCR
and gel electrophoresis. Students went head to head against
their peers, acting as a thermocycler with the paper PCR activity.
Following this, the Year 12s put their knowledge into practice in
the laboratory. They looked at a mutation in the BRAF gene, which
can result in some melanomas. Students amplified the samples
of DNA from two patients with the mutation and a person
without the mutation and viewed this using gel electrophoresis.
This excursion allowed students to experience what it would be
like working in a lab-based environment like Harry Perkins. We
came away with several students interested in this field.
Renae Jackson and Emily Print
Teachers - Science

Midwives Incursion

On Tuesday, students experimented with bubbles to create the ‘world’s largest bubble’ using a special bubble mix. Wednesday’s
activities involved launching water bottle rockets on the oval by using water as the reaction mass being forced out by pressurised air.
On Thursday, students attended a “Bangs and Booms” interactive show displaying a wide range of exciting science experiments!

During Term 3, the Year 11 ATAR and General Human Biology
had the opportunity to participate in an incursion delivered by
midwives from Edith Cowan University. The midwives spoke
about all things conception, pregnancy and birth.

We finished off the week’s lunchtime activities with the
opportunity to get up close and personal with some of Australia’s
native animals and the hard-working volunteers from Kanyana
Animal Rescue.

This was an interactive incursion with students getting to
experience what it was like to be pregnant by wearing pregnancy
empathy suits. Some students practised being a midwife by
assisting to birth a baby from the universities dummy. Students
thoroughly enjoyed the experience.

The week was also full of awesome in-class activities such as
escape room challenges, comic strip creations and scientific
debates, and creative artwork and innovative prototype design
competitions. Students investigated sustainable food choices for
the future, and many were brave enough to try a range of edible
insects, including mealworms, crickets and insect corn chips!

Emily Print
Teacher - Science

Everyone in the Science Learning Area hopes the students had
as much fun as we did during the week!
Mia Lennox

Matters of the heart
During Term 1, Year 11 ATAR Human biology students learned about
the circulatory system and its components, including the heart.
To further enhance their learning experience and consolidate their
understanding, we conducted a heart dissection. To additionally
link the circulatory system with the respiratory system, we did
a demonstration where we could inflate the lungs and see the
heart’s positioning concerning the lungs. Students thoroughly
enjoyed this opportunity and experience.
Emily Print
Teacher - Science
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Term 3 was a hectic term for Literacy as we had our annual Book
Week and the Year 7 Harry Potter Day. The English Learning Area
organised our annual ‘Book Week’. It included activities like the
Spelling Bee (which was held over two days due to the number
of participants), daily Mentor Literacy Quiz, Book Face, Poster
and Bookmark competition and the ultimate showcase – the
annual dress-up day. Many staff and students got into the spirit
of the day. There were a variety of costumes that reflected the
unique characters from books. It was lovely to see the College’s
enthusiasm and colour, including the front office, where the
fantastic admin team once again showed their creative talents by
dressing up the reception.

English
Literacy - a new adventure begins
On behalf of the English Learning Area at Ashdale Secondary
College, I would like to thank all the students for their hard work
and participation in the activities we ran this year at the College.

Towards the end of Term 3, the Year 7s had their Harry Potter
adventure. They escaped into the wonderful world of wizards
and wands. They went on a magical adventure around different
learning stations overseen by the mystical and marvellous
magicians of Ashdale, who continue to promote the love of
learning and books.
Literacy has no boundaries or time zones. It is not a 9 – 5 job or
something that only happens in Weeks 1 – 10 of each Term. As
such, there are several things you can do with your child over the
holidays to continue their learning journey:
Hunt out things to read
•

Take a trip to the library and help your child find books,
audiobooks and magazines that they will enjoy reading –
e.g. books about their favourite musician, movie star, sports
celebrity or other role models.

At Ashdale Secondary College, Literacy has continued to be a
high priority. Throughout the year, staff have implemented various
activities into their teaching programs to support the students’
literacy development and make learning fun, engaging and
purposeful. Some of these activities included vocabulary games,
interactive word walls, word sleuths, graphic organisers, word
bank quizzes, and using question banks with literacy terms
related to the topic of study. The Year 7 classes have attended a weekly Literacy class and are guided on various literacy strategies
related to Reading, Grammar and Spelling. The Lexile Reading Program has seen a growth of engaged readers in the College who can
often be seen lining up to take out new books from the Learning Hub.

•

Find books or magazines that tell stories about your child and
where they have come from.

•

Find a difficult puzzle book to work on together – challenge
each other to see who can complete the puzzle first – loser
gets to wash the dishes – winner smiles!

•

Read and talk about advertising signs you see – talk about how the company decided on the words and the design and who they
are trying to appeal to with their advertising.

•

Use a map to find directions for a trip you are going on or follow people’s journeys on travel and adventure programmes.

•

Get some instruction books from the library on planning for and making food, gifts, or toys for family birthdays or Christmas. Work
through the instructions with your child.

We continued our three-year journey on Reading as a whole Cluster focus. It has been fantastic witnessing staff from ASC and our four
primary schools – Ashdale Primary, Carnaby Rise, Landsdale Primary and Madeley Primary- continue to work together to discuss ways
to enhance students’ reading capabilities from Year 4 – Year 8. During these sessions, both primary and secondary teachers shared
various ideas and activities that have been incorporated into different classroom programs.

•

Find some recipes together that your child might like to cook for a family treat. Be there to help your child read through the recipe,
get all the ingredients and create a delicious result.

•

Play strategy games and do word puzzles like word search puzzles and crosswords.

The conferencing model used at the College for small group learning has been highly impactful this year, with most of the Year 12
cohort achieving all three OLNA components. The Literacy and Numeracy teachers work in tandem with staff across the College to
provide resources and ideas on ways staff can successfully support students to achieve their OLNA components.

•

Make the weekly shopping list using supermarket flyers and find all the bargains and savings to fit the budget.

•

Write some descriptions for items you may wish to sell using the internet.

•

Find out about some of your family histories and/or family
stories and record these stories to share with other family
members.

•

Make a travel diary of your adventures with photographs and
captions.

Literacy is a life-long journey. It is the foundation for becoming
influential thinkers and communicators, and it is a journey that
everyone must take.

Make writing fun

In conclusion, Literacy is all around us and is the tool needed
to succeed in life. It is the foundation for becoming influential
thinkers and communicators. So why not join your child on their
literacy adventure and see what new doors this opens for you
because
“Life is a long journey with problems to solve, lessons to learn, but most of all,
experiences to enjoy” – unknown.
Amanda Kaljee
Literacy Coordinator
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Mathematics
Year 8 Focus Maths Exam
Numeracy Week

On Wednesday, Week 7 of Term 4, the Year 8 cohort had their maths exam. The Focus Class has been learning about money and
budgeting, which was their exam topic.

Ashdale Secondary College held its annual Numeracy Week in
Week 6 Of Term 4. The week consisted of various challenging
and collaborative activities for students and staff to participate in,
using their numeracy skills to win great prizes.

The first hour consisted of a written component where students were given a recipe and a catalogue and needed to buy all the
ingredients within a specified budget. They also needed to find the amount of change received and answer some questions.
The second hour consisted of a practical component. Students
were moved to the cooking room and given a ‘Honey Joys’
recipe. Mr Winter demonstrated how to make the recipe, and
then the students got to work, showing off their mathematical
prowess in a practical situation. The focus of this component
was measurement, as students needed to measure out all their
ingredients using scales, teaspoons and measuring cups and
make sure the oven was at the right temperature.

A games room was running during lunchtime, featuring a range
of classic and contemporary games and competitions. We held
a Rubik’s Cube tournament with the champions completing the
cube in less than 30 seconds! Well done, Faris and Henry.
There was also a chess tournament with some exceptional
performances from Mr Radaich’s chess prodigies. Well done to
the winners of those games.

On her reflection sheet, student, J Tayler, wrote, “It was insanely
fun, the best exam I ever had!” The Honey Joys were so delicious,
and the whole class really enjoyed applying their knowledge in
different situations!

On Friday, a basketball shootout was held in the gym. Students
and teachers went head-to-head for 30 seconds to score as many
points as possible. The further they shot from the hoop, the more
points they were awarded. This game had teachers and students
coming back for more while testing their quick calculation ability
and problem solving with probabilities.

Kane Winter
Teacher and Second in Charge - Mathematics

We look forward to holding this activity again next year, so make
sure you start working on your jump shot!
Two lolly jar competitions were running throughout the week
as well! One jar was an estimation challenge where students
guessed the number of lollies in the jar, and they needed to get
as close to the total without going over. The number of lollies in
this jar was 211, and we had three students guess 210!
This year was also the debut of Mr Patel’s Calculating Candy,
where students used their volume knowledge to calculate the
number of lollies in the jar. For their hard work, three students
were able to take their share of 598 lollies!
The week also consisted of daily mentor challenges that students
could solve with their peers. These problems require numeracy
skills that are different to the regular mathematics of the
classroom.
Try out Tuesday’s problem for yourself! How many triangles of all
shapes and sizes can be found in this picture?
Albert Arulnamby
Teacher - Mathematics
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Visit from the US Consulate
Early in Term 4, we welcomed the US Consulate Office into
Ashdale Secondary College. Year 11 Politics students discussed
the relationship between Australia and the United States.
Policy chief, Elena Augustine, came to discuss the differences
in electoral systems and federal structures of government and
answer inquisitive questions from our students about the roles,
responsibilities, and challenges of being a diplomat (including
how much legal immunity does diplomatic immunity really afford
you?). Cultural Director Leigh Dawson also shared methods and
pathways for foreign policy involvement, and Linda Diep shared
information about her experiences interning at the consulate
office. As a bonus, students also received goodie bags!

Humanities and Social Science

Tara Hill
Teacher – Humanities and Social Sciences

Year 8 Tectonics
2021 Mock Law Trials

The students in one of Ms Marshall’s Year 8 HaSS classes learned
about the causes, spatial distribution, impacts and responses to
geomorphic hazards in Term 2. Students shared their knowledge
through writing sentences, paragraphs, discussions and practical
activities. We consolidated our written and reading activities
this Term through some practical exercises. Activities included
simulating tectonic plate movements using milky ways and
playdough, creating volcanoes using various craft materials and
designing earthquake-proof structures to withstand a simulated
earthquake using jelly, marshmallows and toothpicks.

Ashdale Secondary College competed against schools across WA as part of the Law Society of Western Australia’s annual Mock Trial
Competition throughout the year. Two teams of keen Year 10, 11 and 12 students worked with industry professionals to prepare a legal
case representing various ‘clients’, including a university club leader, a landlord and a university student.
The Mock Trial Competition provides an immersive and dynamic experience for students to enhance their understanding of
our legal system and provides opportunities for students to explore career pathways through mentorship and networking.
Students interested in joining the Ashdale SC Mock Law Program in 2022 are encouraged to apply early as spaces and teams are
limited. See the HaSS office for more details.
Tara Hill and Corey Davies
Teachers - Humanities and Social Science

Michelle Marshall
Teacher – Humanities and Social Sciences

Ashdale Careers Interview Day
As part of the Year 12 Careers and Enterprise Course, all Year
12 careers students recently participated in the 2021 Ashdale
Careers Interview Day. Students were provided with a choice
between seven different jobs before booking an interview
time. Students then participated in a mock interview, whereby
two staff members asked a series of questions related to their
chosen job before providing timely feedback after the interview.
The day was a great success, with students wearing professional
attire and gaining invaluable interview experience before they
embark on the next step of their life journey.
Corey Davies
Teacher - Humanities and Social Science

Year 9 Excursion to Parliament House
Mr Radaich’s Year 9.1 class and Ms Haluszczak’s 9.3 HaSS classes
had the opportunity to participate in an excursion to Parliament
House, the Constitutional Centre, and the Electoral Centre. It
was an opportunity to review and reinforce some of the Civics
and Citizenship curriculum’s key concepts covered in Term 4.
The students participated in a mock election to determine their
favourite fast food and analysed where political parties sit on the
political spectrum. They had an informative tour of the Western
Australian Parliament where they witnessed part of a session of
the Legislative Council and participated in a mock passage of a bill
activity. We were fortunate enough to meet the Attorney-General,
John Quigley MLA, and the Minister for Education, Sue Ellery
MLC. Our students are to be commended on their participation
and behaviour. All had a great day.
Luke Radaich and Janina Haluszczak
Teachers – Humanities and Social Sciences
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year was also our final year with the SAAA Build and Fly Program.
Our students have been involved with building the fuselage of a
Vans RV-12 aircraft over the last 18 months, constructing it from
scratch. Our time with the aircraft has come to an end, with
the fuselage, cockpit and engine completely assembled, ready
to be sent away to the Eastern States, where the plane will be
finalised and prepared for flight. In addition to these, 2021 also
marked the first year that Ashdale has been a part of the FIRST
Robotics Competition, with a team of 19 students competing at
the first-ever WA Robotics Playoffs (WARP) at Curtin University.
This was a massive effort by the students involved and has created
a solid foundation for this program to continue in future years.
2022 is shaping up to be another massive year for Design and
Technology. Not only do we look forward to seeing the completed
SAAA airplane and the building of a new robot to compete at
WARP 2022, but we also have some new subjects running for
the first time. Screen to Machine Engineering grows into a Year 10
course, with the focus shifting from 2D design and laser cutting

Design and Technology
It has been a year of change in Design and Technology by
introducing brand-new courses and equipment. We have competed
in competitions and been involved in national projects, providing
our students with unforgettable experiences.
Recently, there has been an effort to modernise the Learning
Area by purchasing new equipment and creating new subjects,
ensuring students at Ashdale learn industry-relevant skills and
processes to be best prepared for life after high school. Some of
the latest equipment purchased includes a second laser cutter and
vinyl printer/cutter. In addition to these, we now have a Prusa i3 3D
printer and a Voltera Printed Circuit Board machine this year. These
have allowed our students to create even more advanced and
technical projects, leading to higher engagement in our classes.
We have introduced two new subjects - Screen to Machine
Engineering in Year 9 and Engineering Studies ATAR (Mechatronics)
in Year 11. Both with a heavy focus on engineering principles.
Their establishment continues the growth away from traditional
Woodwork and Metalwork and towards Engineering. In Screen
to Machine Engineering, the students have learned how to use
Fusion360 Computer-Aided Design (CAD) software. Their projects
then were laser cut and assembled to test a variety of engineering
principles. Some of the areas investigated this year include bridgebuilding and strength testing, aerodynamics and rolling resistance
and earthquake proofing structures. The establishment of Design
and Technology’s first-ever ATAR course proves that our lower
and middle school programs are working and bringing in students
engaged in their learning. The
Engineering Studies ATAR
(Mechatronics) course is a realworld focused course where
the students learn engineering
principles and apply them in
a practical setting. As one of
the only practical-based ATAR
courses, it has allowed the
first group of students to put
their learning into practice by
developing sorting systems to
simulate what could be used
in mining or manufacturing. The
success of these new subjects
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As always, Mechatronics has been popular with a wide range of
students. Years 9 and 10 students had the opportunity to develop
and build a range of Arduino controlled projects while learning
about the theory behind electronics. These projects include
Obstacle Avoidance Robots and Sumo Bots, which were extremely
popular with the classes. In addition to this, we have seen the
reintroduction of the Simpson Smart House project, with our Year
10 students investigating smart systems and creating some wellmade, technical prototype systems using Arduinos, sensors, and
stepper motors.
We also organised and had students compete in several
competitions this year. In Term 2, the 10.1 Science class competed
at the Science and Engineering Challenge at the Showgrounds.
This involved the students competing in various engineering
skills-focused activities, working cooperatively to score the most
points on the day. It was a highly successful day, with each
student gaining valuable experience in science and engineering
skills and discovering the subjects on offer in senior school. This

We look forward to our students in this subject working on
Fusion360 CAD models to wind tunnel test prototype car designs
before creating the full-sized chassis for an electric vehicle. The
General Engineering Studies course will effectively operate as a
two-year course, with Year 11 students completing the vehicle’s
chassis in 2022 before completing the motor and drive system
in Year 12 in 2023. We look forward to what these students can
create and show off their hard work next year.
Design & Technology

were willing to put in some additional time to get things done.
In August, the inside of the fuselage was coming together and
getting ready for controls and avionics.

speaks for themselves, with Screen
to Machine Engineering growing to
multiple Year 9 classes and a Year 10
class in 2022 and our first group of Year
12 ATAR Engineering Studies students
working towards their WACE in 2022.
Our other subjects have seen continual
growth throughout the year. Woodwork
and Metalwork have developed highly
engaging and intricate projects, with
the passive speaker and table-top
game being particularly popular. We
have also seen the production of the
highly successful folding shovel and
dartboard cabinet projects, with our
Year 11s and 12s producing several
highly detailed, quality products. We have also seen some very
delicate work being created within the Jewellery area. Students
have been able to experience the use of silver and other similar
semi-precious materials in their work, creating incredible pieces
such as rings and pendants. They have also had the opportunity to
try various casting techniques, further increasing their design and
production skills.

to 3D design and 3D printing. We will also see the first Year 12
ATAR class complete the Engineering Studies (Mechatronics)
course. These students will create an Arduino-based system while
also preparing for their final WACE exams at the end of the year.
The final course is a reintroduction of Year 11 General Engineering
Studies. This subject has been absent for a couple of years but will
reappear in 2022 with an exciting, brand new program.

Due to OH&S restrictions, the fuselage was transferred to Jandakot
for a few weeks. A few of our members at Chapter 24 (Jandakot)
rolled up their sleeves and assisted with installing the fibreglass
canopy and mounting the engine. Both installations required
expert knowledge and skills. A big thank you to John Browne,
Barry Collins, Brian Davies, Richard Ewing, Bill Keehner, and our
President Tony White, who volunteered their time daily to get the
job done. The aircraft came back in October for the final bits and
pieces to be finished, such as the avionics, propeller, seats, wheel
fairings, and the most important feature – the cup holder!

Sport Aircraft Association of Australia (SAAA)
Build & Fly Program
In November 2019, the SAAA launched its Sponsored Youth Build
and Fly Program. Ashdale Secondary College was the first school
to join the program and our first project to build a Van’s RV12is
aircraft. The project aims to inspire youth to look at an aviation
career and the variety of job opportunities available.
The components arrived from the USA in July 2020 and were
distributed to the schools around the country and building
commenced in August 2020. The Year 10 students got to work
with reading up about the parts and tools required and assisting
with the inventory of all the pieces. SAAA volunteer mentors
were ready and eager to go to tutor the students about building an
aircraft. Whilst it was a little slow at the beginning, progress was
made relatively quickly, and the students worked hard to get to
a significant milestone in the build, the completion of the engine
bulkhead, and baggage floor before the end of the year. This
coincided very nicely with the announcement that Ashdale had
won the Governor’s STEM Award for 2020, and SAAA is honoured
to be a part of an award-winning school.
A new team of Year 10 students would commence work on
the project in Term 1 2021. We had a couple of setbacks with
lockdowns and restrictions in place; however, we had something
that looked like the fuselage structure by May. The students were
starting to get enthused by seeing the fuselage take shape and

The team were very keen to be able to sit in the aircraft, including
the mentors. Cameron Ellis (Year 10 student) says, “this has been
an amazing experience, and it has been great to have bragging
rights on this build. I have learnt a lot and got a taste of what could
be to come in the future. I cannot wait to move forward to try and
get in the WA Space Program.”
“When the SAAA invited my family and me to Jandakot, I did not
know what to expect. After looking at the different aircraft, I was
lucky to be taken for a flight by an SAAA Members, John Smith.
It was awesome! If I were not a part of this project, it would not
have happened. Thanks, SAAA, for this amazing experience,” says
Ethan Peskett.
Dek Desmond (Year 10 student) said, “the skills I have learnt I will
take to roles in the future. I have enjoyed the experience and look
forward to seeing the plane returning to WA and going for a fly.”
The project for Ashdale is now complete, and the fuselage will
have the final fibreglass components finished; it will be painted
and sent to Narromine NSW for integration. We look forward to
the time we can return the completed aircraft VH-PYF (our call
sign) to WA to share it with past and present Ashdale students.
On behalf of the SAAA, thank you, Ashdale, for being a part of our
first project and inspiring us to keep our fantastic program going for
future generations to come.
Lainey Bradley
SAAA National Co-ordinator
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WA Robotics Playoffs

Year 11 ATAR Engineering Studies (Mechatronics)

This year the Ashdale Robotics Team made its competitive debut
at the first-ever WA Robotics Playoffs (WARP). Based on the
world-renowned First Robotics Competition, Curtin and Murdoch
Universities put on a fantastic weekend of engineering fun
at Curtin Stadium on 21 and 22 August, pitting teams from 13
schools and organisations against each other.

2021 marked the beginning of a new era in Design and Technology with our first ATAR course offered
to Year 11 students. The ATAR Engineering Studies (Mechatronics) course is a practical based, theorydriven course allowing students to put the theory they learn in the classroom into practice. Students
explored the fundamental principles of engineering and electrical circuitry throughout the first
semester by creating a design portfolio and developing circuits to help familiarise themselves with
the use of Arduino microcontrollers and a variety of components in preparation for the development
of their sorting machine. This sorting machine is a student-designed simulated prototype of a possible
real-world sorting machine that could be implemented in various situations, from mining to factories.
However, instead of sorting minerals, our machines will sort marbles by colour, size, and/or material
makeup while raising them to 350mm.

Made up of students from Years 7 - 11, the Ashdale Team worked
on Tuesdays and Fridays after school from the end of Term 2 and
the start of Term 3 to complete their robot on time. The Ashdale
Team developed cooperation, teamwork, problem-solving and
creative thinking skills along the way. What made it even more
of an impressive effort was that most of the students had never
worked with each other before.
Over the weekend of the competition, the students did Ashdale
proud. They continued to work well together, fixed all issues
that arose (including replacing a motor that burnt out!), and
helped other teams when they had issues. Lil’ Timmy (our robot)
powered through each qualifying match to come home in 4th
place, beating out other teams that had competed in similar
competitions before. While the finals didn’t go according to plan
(our alliance of three teams finished 4th out of 4), Ashdale was
still recognised by being awarded the Spirit Award for teamwork,
cheering and helping others. This award sums up the effort the
team members put into the whole competition, with countless
comments being made about how well Ashdale worked together
and cheered on every other team, not just their own.
The work and time put into preparing and competing at WARP in
2021 has laid the foundations for the continued growth of robotics at
the College. In 2022 we will be designing and building a new robot
to compete in the new 2022 robotics game. Look out for details in
early 2022 as we begin to prepare for the new competition!
Steve Warwick
Teacher - Design and Technology

Excursion to RAAF Base Pearce
On Friday, 3 December, the Year 10 Mechatronics Drones students went on an excursion to the RAAF Base Pearce. The tour started
with a visit to the 79 Squadron to see where pilot training for the BAE systems Hawk jets takes place. Students got to check out a $6
Million flight simulator, and one lucky student was selected at random to have a fly in the simulator. The next stop was the No.2 Flight
Training School, where we were divided up into two groups. One group went to the hanger to look at the Pilatus PC-21 training aircraft,
while the other group went to the flight simulators for these aircraft. Several students were able to have a go at flying in the PC-21
simulator, a most rewarding experience. We then went to the new Flight Control tower, which is currently not operational. Still, we
allowed students to ask questions about controlling flight traffic while observing planes taking off and landing. Our last stop for the day
was to visit the Search and Rescue helicopter team to find out all about how they operate. Students learnt all about how the helicopter
flies and how they can locate and rescue people both on land and at sea. Unfortunately, because Pearce was an operational military
base, we were not permitted to take photos.

As part of their Semester 1 work, students have been focusing on this raising mechanism
aspect of the design following the engineering design process to investigate existing realworld examples, develop a series of potential concepts, and develop a final design. By using
Fusion360 CAD (Computer-Aided Design) software, students are now drawing their designs
in the virtual world, where they will then be able to use the College’s 3D printers and laser
cutters to create the parts for their machines. This use of industry-relevant technology is helping
to further the students’ understanding of the practical application of engineering principles.
In addition to this practical, hands-on learning, students have also learned about the theory behind
Engineering and electrical study, including the applications of fundamental Laws such as Ohm’s
Law and Kirchhoff’s Laws, all of which have helped prepare them for their upcoming Semester 1
exam. Year 11 ATAR Engineering Studies.
As one of the few schools offering the ATAR Engineering Studies (Mechatronics) pathway in WA,
it has been exciting to develop this course from the group up for our students. As the students
moved through this course, they learned skills that will place them in the perfect position for entry
into multiple different University pathways and develop skills they can continue to use.
Steve Warwick
Teacher - Design and Technology

Screen to Machine
This Semester students have been learning about efficient car
design and why engineers want to design cars as efficiently as
possible. Focussing mainly on aerodynamics, weight reduction
and rolling resistance, students designed prototype cars on
Fusion360, laser-cut and assembled them using a skin-overskeleton technique. Students then placed these cars in a wind
tunnel to test aerodynamics. The designs were then revised if
required, and the vehicles were tested down a ramp using gravity
as the only means of propulsion. The winning design weighed
70grams and was able to roll further than 10 metres.
In Term 4, the students have been learning about skyscraper design
and the techniques utilised by engineers to help these structures
cope with the forces of nature: gravity, wind and earthquakes. They
then incorporated aspects
of
these
techniques
into their designs, built
them and tested them
on a device designed to
simulate the conditions of
an earthquake.
Chris Baker
Teacher - Design and
Technology

Chris Baker
Teacher - Design and Technology
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Home Economics

Information & Communication Technology

Year 9 Food Classes

Taking off

Year 9 Food classes have finalised this semester’s celebrations
theme by assembling food hampers to gift to others. Students
designed the packaging and gift tags and brought appropriate
containers to present their food. This has been a very popular
activity. The Year 9s made gingerbread, shortbread, meringues,
truffles, caramel popcorn and white Christmas slice, ready for
celebrating Christmas or any other celebration of choice. If you
are lucky enough to receive one of these hampers, we are sure
you will be delighted!

Year 10 and 11 students interested in aviation as a career option
had the opportunity to attend the Emerging Leaders Forum. The
full-day conference was designed to cultivate innovative ideas
in youth and early career professionals, share career pathway
information, and provide support networks to people on their
journey into the aviation, aerospace and space sectors. It was
presented by WA’s chapter of Women in Aviation International,
which represents all facets of the aviation and aerospace industry
and aims to engage and inspire the next generation of aerospace
leaders, particularly women, with Boeing Australia’s support.
Students heard from inspiring speakers such as the Department
of Fire and Emergency Services and Jetstar, met with pilots
and enjoyed a delicious lunch, all against the backdrop of Optus
Stadium setting up the AFL Grand Final!

Colleen Piano
Teacher - Home Economics

Serving it up!!!
On Monday 6 December 2021, next year’s Year 11 Hospitality
Certificate students were introduced to all aspects of service
within a function. This included full setup, preparation of finger
foods, plating and presenting, serving patrons and clean up. All
of the students exceeded expectations, and we were very proud
of their skills. They will make a fantastic group of hospitality
students for 2022.
Colleen Piano and Annelise Luton
Teachers - Home Economics
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Rachel Farnay
Teacher - Information & Communication Technology

Street Art and Portrait Photography Excursion
The Year 12 General Design (Photography) class had a great day
touring Perth on a guided street art tour run by Oh Hey WA. They
took the opportunity to take a wide range of portraits and learn
about street art and sculpture in our fabulous city. It was so lovely
for the students to take photos outside the College grounds and
demonstrate the technical skills they learned throughout the year.
Debbie Yates
Head of Learning Area - Information & Communication Technology
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Pulse Perspectives: Visual Arts Excursion
On Monday, 10 May, the Year 11 and 12 ATAR and Year 12 General Visual Arts students
attended the 2020 Pulse Perspectives exhibition at the Art Gallery of Western Australia.
The Pulse Perspectives exhibition comprises WA’s talented young artists celebrated in this
yearly showcase, gauging the pulse of young people who will influence, empower and shape
the world we live in.

The Arts
Back to the 80s - the totally awesome musical
The College’s 2021 production of ‘Back to the 80’s’ definitely lived
up to its name as ‘totally awesome’! The cast and crew put on
four sensational performances, plus one for the cluster primary
schools just before opening night.
With over 60 students in the cast, chorus, crew, front of house
and stage band, the students were nothing short of amazing on
and off stage. With packed audiences for every performance (and
lucky enough to avoid Covid lockdowns!), this was a show that
the staff and students will remember for years to come. After
many after-school, holiday
and weekend rehearsals,
the students and staff were
suitably exhausted and elated
after the final show.
A huge congratulations to
everyone involved and big
thanks for all of the support
from parents, staff, and
community members who
helped make this our most
successful show to date!

The selected works provide a window into young people’s private, social and artistic concerns. It
is, in turn, an inspiring, rewarding and insightful look at the world through the minds of our most
talented young artists. Students studied the exhibition’s works and reflected upon how previous
students interpreted the themes of commentaries and points of view. Mr Iqbal and I would like to
thank the Senior School Visual Arts students for a beautiful day out.
Students studied the exhibition’s works and reflected upon how previous students interpreted
the themes of commentaries and points of view. Mr Iqbal and I would like to thank the Senior
School Visual Arts students for a beautiful day out.
Tarryne Hutchison and Mr. Mo Iqbal
Teachers - Visual Arts

Sumo Studios
As part of their Certificate II in Music Industry course, the Year 12
students undertook a day of recording as both performers and
sound engineer assistants. This year the students went to a local
recording studio, Sumo Studio, owned and run by Tristan Sturmer.
The students completed various activities, including setting
up microphones for recording drums, guitars, piano and voice,
analysing the recorded tracks, and being the actual performers
themselves!
The students were engaged in all of the activities and applied
the skills they have developed over the last two years in the
course. It was an excellent experience for them to feel what it
is like in a professional studio environment.
Marisa Ritchie
Head of Learning Area - The Arts

ASC Production Team
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COLLECTIVE

ART

EXHIBITION

On Monday 6 December 2021, the ninth annual The Collective
Art Exhibition was opened by Margaret Quirk MLA and Ashdale
Secondary College Principal, Deborah Doyle. The Visual Arts
department selected works that demonstrated best practices from
Years 7 to Year 12. This year we celebrated cultures from all over the
world, from; Japan, China, India, Africa, Greece, England, Europe
and Australia. By exploring these lands far away and the artists
who live there, students learned about culture, artistic practice and
adaptation of being an artist in a lockdown, technological world.
The 2021 exhibition showcased over 500 pieces. These works
were from Year 12 ATAR, Year 12 and 11 General Visual Arts, Year
7-10 Visual Arts, Year 9 and 10 Ceramics and Year 9 Contemporary
Craft. The pieces ranged from pencil, chalk and marker drawings,
paintings, paper art, ceramic work, collages and papier-mache
sculptures, just to name a few.
Special mention to our talented students who won places in three
state-wide exhibitions this year. This year we had five students
selected for the Young Originals exhibition; we were one of the
schools with the most entries. Deserving entries were from
Year 9; Jana Skurteska, Year 10 Abbie Cvitan and Zainab Ilyas;
Year 11 Lauren Lam, Tara Bebich-Benecke and Razaanah Chota.
Lauren Lam was selected into the St Georges Art Exhibition for
her painting “The Girl in the Red Dress” and into META with her
sculpture “Finding the Time”.
Mr Iqbal and I would like to thank all our Visual Arts, Ceramics and
Craft students who have worked with passion and diligence all year
to produce work where you continually raise the bar and beat it. We
are very proud of you and can’t wait to see what 2022 will bring!
Tarryne Hutchinson and Mo Iqbal
Teachers – Visual Arts
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Health and Physical Education
It had been two and half years since our last Athletics Carnival
after COVID 19 interrupted things previously. It was great to get
our students back out on the track and represent their houses
with pride for our Whole School Athletics Carnival on Friday, 3
September.
A new format was introduced in 2021, providing more
opportunities for students to earn points for their houses and
participate in more events on carnival day without having to
be prenominated for each event. This was met with increased
participation amongst students and meant all students had
something to do throughout the day.
After a cold and miserable two weeks leading up to the carnival,
the weather was much dryer for the main event, although still
quite cold. We had several special individual performances on the
day, with College records broken in many events. Galileo came
out winners on the day with a total of 3,853 points, followed by Curie on 3,593, Newton 3,564 and Tesla 3,209.
Congratulations to all competitors and, in particular, our individual award winners, who are listed below.
Year

Champion

Runner-up

7 Girls

Daphne Baker (108pts)

Ellie Prosser (92pts)

7 Boys

Cang Nguyen (74pts)

Pruthviraj Chauhan (71pts)

8 Girls

Emily Nastov Hernandez (65pts)

Arwyn Bailey (56pts)

8 Boys

Jeremiah Fiu (93pts)

Hussain Sharifi (71pts)

9 Girls

Ashlee McFadyean (96pts)

Olivia Bowie (78pts)

9 Boys

Tyran Murray (104pts)

Devlyn Bisset (93pts)

10 Girls

Abbie Cvitan & Rosie Nguyen (53pts)

Catelyn Broad and Georgia Niblett (45pts)

10 Boys

Josiah Godfrey (82pts)

Brae Meintjes and Gwenn Stann (45pts)

11+ Girls

Holly Dickson (87pts)

Chloe Oxlade-Couzens and Taylah Stewart (85pts)

11+ Boys

Jacob Lockhart (99pts)

Benedict Muhirwa (93pts)

Darren Young
Head of Learning Area – Health and Physical Education
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This piece by Jennifer Muth won Principal’s Award.
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Soccer Champions
Well done to the Ashdale Junior Boys Soccer Team who won the
2021 State Championship. They defeated the specialist soccer
school, John Curtin College. Max Argent scored the winning goal
from the penalty spot.
The Senior Boys were unfortunately knocked out in the semi-final
by the eventual winners, Butler College. The intermediate boys
were also knocked out in the quarter-finals by eventual finalists,
Woodvale College.
A very successful 2021 and a lot more to look forward to in
the coming years, with all three squads full of talented soccer
players. State Champions yet again in 2021.
John Carbone
Soccer Academy Coordinator

2021 Interschool Athetics Carnival
On Thursday, 21 October, 125 students in Ashdale’s 2021 Interschool Athletics Team travelled to the WA Athletics Stadium to participate
in the Interschool Athletics D division carnival. We competed against Warwick, Wanneroo, Como, Joseph Banks, Ocean Reef, Thornlie
and Atwell.
The competition for the day was exciting, as our students attempted to attain promotion to the C division for 2022 (needing to finish
in the top two schools). We missed this target by only 55 points, finishing third overall in what was a competitive affair all day. Our
students should be congratulated on their efforts as we produced some of our best efforts in recent years.

Eagles Schools Cup Champions
Congratulations to Ashdale SC for winning the Eagles Schoolboys
Cup Grand Final against Duncraig Senior High School. It was a
close game with Riley Wedgwood kicking the winning goal with
a minute to go (on his birthday as well)! Best on ground was
awarded to Liam Deckert. Well done to the entire team and our
Physical Education staff, who got the boys to this day.

Congratulations to Daphne Baker, who won Year 7 Champion Girl. Congratulations also to Hussen Jamal Eddine (Year7 Boy), Olivia Bowie
(Year 9 Girl) and Xavier Hickey (Year 10 Boy), who all finished runner up in their respective year groups! We had several outstanding
individual results throughout the day finishing with 20 first placegetters, 26 second place getters and 24 third place getters - a total of
70 top three finishes out of 185 events. Our relay teams also performed well with the following times and places.
Year Group

Time

Placing

Athletes

7 Girls

59.56 seconds

2nd

Megan ansell, Daphne Baker, Abbey Kelberg and Andreja Eggert

7 Boys

55.98seconds

2nd

Hussen Jamal Eddine, Muhammad Pratama, Oliver Tram and Cang Ngyuen

8 Girls

57.42 Seconds

1st

Sienna Frazer, Abbey Frazer, Mia Cross and Sofia Milevska

8 Boys

51.18 seconds

1st

Jeremiah Fui, Jordan Marr, Hussain Sharifi, Liam Deckert

9 Girls

59.38seconds

4th

Latifah Halilovic, Imogen Pizzi, Ashley MacFadyean and Olivia Sayasone

9 Boys

50.99 seconds

2nd

Devlyn Bisset, Logan Murray, Phillip Radeski and Jack Connolly

10 Boys

49.85 seconds

2nd

Jason Oliver, Tyran Murray, Xander Le Roux and Zac Ryan

11+ Boys

48.61 seconds

4th

Benedict Muhirwa, Kito Ridley, Cooper Tennant and Jacob Lockhart

Overall, the students showed a great deal of determination, athleticism, and teamwork. A special thank you to all our staff and student
helpers for the day. Also, a big thank you to parents and caregivers who got their child to school for 7:15 am to ensure we arrived at
WA athletics stadium on time.
Darren Young
Head of Learning Area - Health and Physical Education

Ben Hangan
Teachers - Health and Physical Education

Fremantle Dockers AFL Cup
This year, Ashdale had their first girls’ footy team for students
from Years 7 to 9. We had players who had come from footy
clubs and girls who were playing for the first time. After weeks
of training on Thursdays, we came together as a team, and we
played our first game against Churchlands.
This was the first time wearing our footy jumpers representing
the school in our Ashdale colours with an added touch of pink. It
was exciting for everyone, especially the girls who were playing
their first game. The experienced players took the new players
under their wing and supported them through all of our games.
Unfortunately, we didn’t get any wins this season, but we played
our very best and had a lot of fun. The bus ride home playing
music was always great at lifting our moods after our losses. We
built a great team, and hopefully, we will get to play again.
Thank you to Mr Ioppolo for driving us to all of our games, Mrs
Hendricks for your support and advice during the games and Mr
Hangan for being our coach and getting the team up and running.
Thank you all for giving up your own time and supporting the girls’
football team. Hopefully, it was the first season of many.
Sophie Felton
Student - Year 9
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Outdoor Education
The General Outdoor Education offered at Ashdale College is
primarily designed to facilitate achievement in and understanding
of the principles and safe participation in outdoor activities,
understanding the environment and developing self-management
and interpersonal skills within this context. Both Year 11 and 12s
participated in several off-site activities this year which made up
the practical component of the Outdoor Education program for
2021.
Year 11 and 12 students first participated in numerous dives
along the WA coast before embarking on a snorkelling expedition
to Rottnest Island, which saw them take in the many beach
sites over the three days camping, including the Basin, Little
Armstrong Bay and Little Salmon Bay. This was followed by a
short stint of Stand Up paddleboarding before transitioning over
to Mountain Biking. During this time, the Year 12s headed south
to Yallingup and participated in a three-day surfing camp, which
was thoroughly enjoyed by all. These students also participated
in snorkelling which completed their second mode of travel for
the year.

Netball Academy
We’ve had another fun and busy year in our Netball Academy’s.
Year 7:
Our Year 7s kicked off the year with a team-building beach games
excursion. Our players also competed in their first SSWA Day and
Afterschool competitions.

During Semester 2, the Year 11s ventured to Margaret River
and enjoyed the new trails nestled deep in the South West with
standout students testing the facilities to their absolute limits.
Students also camped in Wharncliffe Mill for two nights and
demonstrated their camping and cooking skills as part of their
assessment. Both Mr Canham and I wish all students who
participated in the program continued love and engagement with
the outdoors as the course grows and evolves.

Year 8:
Our Year 8s saw continued success in their teams. The A team
qualified through to their first Elimination Final held in Fremantle.
Some tough games but great experience for the girls. Our B and
C teams were competitive at their day carnivals, having some
wins.

Anthony Canzurlo
Teacher - Health and Physical Education

Year 9:
Our Year 9 girls have had a busy year. In Term 3, we invited Rachel
from WDNA out to put the girls through an umpiring course. This
helped build their confidence and knowledge of the rules. The
girls also had a three-day netball camp travelling around the Perth
region, helping them come together as teammates and a class.

Volleyball Club
In 2021, the Volleyball Club was the highlight for volleyball
enthusiasts at Ashdale Secondary College. Held on Friday
mornings starting at 7:45 am every week in the gymnasium.
Students from any year are allowed to come in; whether they
have outside of school experience or are willing to give volleyball
a go, anyone and everyone are welcome.

Year 10:
Our Year 10s were competitive in their afterschool comp but,
unfortunately, just missed out on finals. The girls also travelled to
Malaga, where they were put through their paces in some competitive
boxing sessions. We’re looking forward to our upcoming netball
camp in Week 9 and, finally, our Academy Graduation breakfast
to celebrate everything we’ve achieved over the past four years.
Our girls continue to challenge themselves, and we can’t wait to
do it all again next year.
Lauren Johnston and Rebecca Hendricks
Teachers - Health and Physical Education

Year 9 Netball Academy Camp
Year 9 Netball Academy camp was extremely fun and a good
skill-building experience. This was because the people in Netball
Academy are surrounded by people who encourage each other
and always help. Another part of the camp was we bond with
people that we wouldn’t usually, which made a massive impact
on how we all act towards each other now. It improved our bonds
with each other; we also improved our skills in playing netball.
Overall, it was a perfect time and super fun.
Ashlee McFadyean
Student - Year 9
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Mr Hangan runs the club. Mr Hangan starts us off with
a quick warm-up and stretches to get us ready to play,
then runs us through drills that focus on serving, setting,
receiving, or spiking. Anything and everything we do
during those drills ultimately help us with our gameplay.
Mr Hangan is also very inclusive; he does this by allowing some
of the students, such as myself, to run drills. It becomes a
collaborative space, making it a welcome and comfortable space
to learn and play volleyball.
I can comfortably say that I have thoroughly enjoyed playing
volleyball with my peers on Friday morning. Mr Hangan has done
an amazing job teaching us and helping our skills grow throughout
the year. Since joining the Volleyball Club my own gameplay has
also improved. A big thank you to Mr Hangan for running the club
for students like myself.
Tyran Murray
Student - Year 9
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VET, WPL & Business
Work Placement
Workplace Learning at Ashdale SC has capped off another successful year. 2021 started slowly with COVID implications; however, as
lockdowns receded, the program grew from strength to strength.
The Workplace Learning Program (WPL) allows students access to employers across multiple industries. Workplace learning students
are better informed to make decisions about their future career pathway decisions. In 2021, Ashdale Secondary College had 306
students participate in the workplace learning program.
Our students gained real-world work experience with a staggering 564 placements across 320 employers. Workplace learning (WPL)
directly contributes to participants Western Australian Certificate of Education (WACE). In 2021, 144 of our year 12 students used their
completed WPL hours to contribute towards their WACE.
We are ever grateful for the continued support from all our employers. Without their ongoing support, this program wouldn’t be the
success it is. We are continuously looking for new employers to join the ever-growing Ashdale Secondary College WPL program. If you
would like to learn more about becoming a WPL host employer, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Uni Prep Excursion
On Thursday, 3 June, 19 Uni Prep students visited the Joondalup
campus of Edith Cowan University. This excursion offered
the students the opportunity to explore the campus, meet
with student ambassadors and experience discipline-specific
workshops. This on-campus experience complemented the units
within the Uni Prep course running for the first time this year.
The workshops that students were able to visit were Marine
Science, Chemistry, Occupational Therapy, Speech Pathology,
Cybersecurity, Security and Intelligence and Sports Marketing.
Students thoroughly enjoyed their visit and were excited to see
this practical learning environment in action and have assisted
the students in considering their post-school options.
Megan Falconer
Program Coordinator - VET

Finally, we would like to thank all our students for representing themselves and Ashdale Secondary College in an exemplary way
throughout the community.
Jess Della Franca and Christian Apedaile
Workplace Learning Coordinators

Barefoot Investor’s Money Movement
On Wednesday, 23 June, the first episode of the Barefoot Investor’s Money Movement documentary, featuring students from Ashdale
Secondary College, aired on Foxtel’s Lifestyle channel. The three-part documentary series tracks the implementation of the financial
literacy program developed by Scott Pape, author of The Barefoot Investor, which has sold 1.6 million copies.
In late 2019, Ashdale Secondary College was one of five schools nationwide to pilot this new financial literacy program. Scott
Pape and his film crew visited the College and filmed Mr Rouda teaching Lesson 6 of the program to his Year 10 Business
students. Along with blending credit cards and buckets
being power drilled, the lesson also involved students
writing a powerful letter to their future selves to open at their
10-year reunion.
The Barefoot Investor’s financial literacy course has become an
essential element of Ashdale’s Lower School Business curriculum.
The second episode of the series aired on Wednesday, 30 June,
which prominently featured Ashdale Secondary College.
Kareem Rouda
Teacher - Business

Financial Literacy
As part of the Senior School Enrichment Program, the Year 12
cohort attended two Financial Literacy workshops presented by
Mr Rouda. The workshops covered topics including how students
should set up their ‘buckets’ (bank accounts) to maximise
savings, best practices when purchasing their first car, the evils
of credit cards, how to supercharge their superannuation and
how to invest.
These lessons helped set a strong foundation amongst students.
With money being less tangible and credit readily accessible,
these students are well equipped to avoid the common mistakes
that many Australians fall victim to while also reaping the full
benefits of earning compound interest from an early age.
Kareem Rouda
Teacher - Business
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Health & Wellbeing

Student Support

National Reconciliation Week
National Reconciliation Week is a time for all Australians to learn about our shared histories, cultures, and achievements, and to explore
how each of us can contribute to achieving reconciliation in Australia.

Men’s Mental Health Week

Green Team

Week 9 of Term 2 was Men’s Mental Health Week at Ashdale SC.
The highlight of the week was the Blue Tree Project. We identified
a tree on the corner of Westport Parade and Macdonough Avenue
inside the school gates to be the designated tree for the project.
We clipped its leaves and disposed of the loose branches, and
gave it a fresh coat of light blue paint.

As we come to the end of another year at the College, we should
acknowledge the continued good work of our ‘Green Team’. For
the last five years, our student volunteers, resplendent in their
‘Green Team’ polos, get out and about every Friday lunchtime to
clean up the litter and show a fantastic example of environmental
awareness for all others around the College. These students give
up their own free time each week to clean up rubbish needlessly
dropped by others and deserve tremendous credit.

On the Thursday of Week 9, we invited all staff and several
students to come and paint their hands’ dark blue and leave
their handprints on the tree supporting Men’s Mental Health.
The response from both staff and students was overwhelming,
and you can see the final project as you walk or drive past the
school. I will be organising a plaque that gives community
members more insight into the tree’s purpose and places of
contact should anyone feel the need to seek support with anything
related to mental health.

Reconciliation Week activities were held across Ashdale Secondary College during Week 6 of Term 2 to celebrate coming together. The
Aboriginal and Cultural Standards Committee organised activities to run through Mentor Group and our Annual Sorry Day Lunch for our
Deadly Mob Students and their guardians.
Reconciliation Australia’s theme for 2021 was ‘more than a word’. All students had the opportunity to create a Sorry Hands display,
describing actions students could take to encourage reconciliation. The Aboriginal and Cultural Standards Committee were delighted to
receive hundreds of Sorry Hands that the College used to create a fantastic display in the Front Foyer.
Hannah James
Deputy Principal

In addition, many of them participated in our recycling day
recently, giving up several hours after school to help another
great environmental initiative. They are all a credit to our College.
Go, Green Team!

Breakfast Club
The ‘Breakfast Club’ continues to go from strength to strength.
Every morning, the College offers cereals, toast, pastries, snacks,
fruit, juice, and hot drinks to all students. This year has seen
unprecedented numbers, with up to seventy students accessing
the free breakfasts every morning. It has also become a popular
social hub, where students meet up with friends and staff in a
welcoming and friendly atmosphere before starting their day.

Niall Mulligan
Year 7 Coordinator

In addition to the tree, the College offered several activities
throughout the week with meditation, half-court basketball,
crossbar and footy challenges, and a BBQ for male staff. It makes
me very proud to be a part of a College community that supports
each other.

The generosity of local businesses and our College P&C, as well
as the time and effort of our teachers, means that no student
should ever start the day hungry!

Luke Serra
Teacher - Health and Physical Education

Niall Mulligan
Year 7 Coordinator

Ashdale Deadly Mob
During Term 4, members of the Ashdale Deadly Mob attended two
traditional Noongar Art Workshops where students learnt about
the symbols, stories and colours used in Noongar Art. Students
enjoyed a morning tea before starting a two-hour workshop,
creating a shared piece of art to be displayed in the College.
The artwork represents Noongar totems and local flora and the
coming together of the Deadly Mob. Justin Martin delivered the
workshop from the Djurandi Dreaming organisation.
Hannah James
Deputy Principal
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P&C Association
The Parent & Citizen Association is open to all parents and guardians of students attending the College and citizens within the school
community. The P&C promotes the interests of the school by bringing parents, citizens, students and teaching staff into close
cooperation to assist in providing facilities and equipment for the College.
This year the P&C Association has approved/funded the following programs/items, many of which would not have been possible without
their dedicated support;

Professional Learning
Professional learning in Classroom Management Strategies (CMS) has continued throughout 2021 as part of a strategic plan to support
the ongoing implementation of excellence in teaching through our LEARN & GROW framework. The LEARN & GROW framework was
developed by the College’s Teaching & Learning Committee with input from all its teaching and administration staff members. It has
formally been in place since 2018. The framework is evidence-based on state, national and international best practices. Research provides
a uniform approach to teaching and learning and ensures quality learning experiences for each student each day.
Over the year, another 13 College staff have completed CMS: Foundation, either through a course at Statewide Services or through our now
well-established in-house course, and 12 staff have completed ISE: Instructional Strategies. Over 75 College staff have completed CMS
training, and over 20 staff have completed ISE Training. Additionally, Micheal Duckworth successfully completed the CMS: Conference
Accredited Trainer course, strengthening the Teaching & Learning Team and ensuring the College can continue to sustain its professional
development on-site into the future.

P&C Scholarship Program
IPEVO document cameras
Fitness equipment – Physical Education
Breakfast club
Green Team polo shirts
Robotics kit & entry to WA Robotics Competition
Voltera V-One PCB machine with drilling attachment & equipment
Hire of College Production set
Year 12 Graduation Award prizes
Female AFL Guernseys
Amplifier & cabinet in dance studio
Electronic drum kit
Year 11 Outdoor Education Wetsuits
Vortals annual licence
Library tables, chairs and seating upgrade
Total

$8727.29
$2,786
$6,038
$909.09
$766.00
$3,500
$7,090
$8,000
$750
$1,000
$3,090.91
$2,090.86
$2,525.00
$2,000
$5,304
$54,577.15

As part of the K-12 vision and approach of the Ashdale Cluster and its collective goal of excellence in teaching, the in-house CMS: Foundation
course was expanded to include attendees from each of Ashdale Primary, Carnaby Rise Primary, Madeley Primary and Landsdale Primary
Schools. In addition to supporting the strong collegiality between the staff from the five schools, the CMS professional learning allows for
a common language and a common best-practice approach to ensuring the success of all of our students and continues to enhance the
seamless pathway between primary and secondary education within the Cluster.
The development of the in-house CMS program at Ashdale, as a component of the continual implementation of the LEARN & GROW
framework, is a further example of how the College, and indeed the Ashdale Cluster, works to improve aim for excellence in all that we
do continually.
Hannah James
Deputy Principal

Voluntary Contributions and Compulsory Charges
Payment Instalments for 2021 Subject
Selection Charges
Instalments are offered when paying for subject selection
charges. Advance payment of $50 (Year 9 and 10) and $100
(Year 11 and 12) was required upon subject selection. If you have
not done so already, please make payment as soon as possible
as subject selections are not considered lodged until payment is
received. If payment is not received, placement is not guaranteed
and the College may provide alternative course options.

Voluntary Contributions and Charges
Thank you to families that have finalised payment or have made
regular payment toward students’ contribution and charges. Your
support of our teaching and learning programs makes a significant
difference for our students.
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For those with outstanding contributions and charges we would
sincerely appreciate payment being finalised as soon as possible.
The College offers the following methods of payment:
The following methods of payment are offered:
•

Direct Debit - Internet banking (preferred method):
Commonwealth - BSB 066 040 - Account No 19901762

•

Credit card (MasterCard, Visa) made in person, by mail or
by telephoning 6207 1300

•

Cheque or Money Order payable to Ashdale Secondary
College

•

Cash or EFTPOS in person

Please contact the office on 62071300 should you require further
information on payment of contributions and charges.
Josephine Pecnik
Manager Corporate Services
Ashdale Secondary College Annual Newsletter 2021
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2022 College Dates

Classroom Timetable

Note different times on Wednesday
Term Dates		
Term 1: Monday 31 January - Friday 8 April		
Term 2: Tuesday 26 April - Friday 1 July
Term 3: Tuesday 19 July - Friday 23 September
Term 4: Monday 10 October - Thursday 15 December

School Development Days (Pupil Free)
Term 1: Friday 4 March
Term 2: None
Term 3: Monday 18 July
Term 4: Friday 21 October
Friday 16 December

An Independent Public School
75 Westport Parade Darch WA 6065
T: 6207 1300
E: ashdale.sc@education.wa.edu.au
W: ashdalesc.wa.edu.au
Follow us on Facebook @AshdaleSC

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday:
Period 1:
8.45 am Period 2:
9.50 am Mentor Group: 10.55 am Recess:
11.10 am Period 3:
11.30 am Period 4:
12.35 pm Lunch:
1.35 pm Period 5:
2.10 pm -

9.45 am
10.50 am
11.10 am
11.30 am
12.30 pm
1.35 pm
2.10 pm
3.10 pm

Wednesday:
No Mentor Group
Period 1:
Period 2:
Recess:
Period 3:
Period 4:
Lunch:
Period 5:

8.45 am 9.45 am 10.45 am 11.05 am 12.05 pm 1.05 pm 1.30 pm -

9.45 am
10.45 am
11.05 am
12.05 pm
1.05 pm
1.30 pm
2.30 pm

